2018-2019
What is a blackout and why don’t I remember things?
When should I call for Emergency Medical Services (EMS)?
Do the lines on solo cups actually represent “liquor amounts”?
How many drinks do you have for a pre-game?
Which is it, “beer before liquor” or “liquor before beer”?
Cocaine & Alcohol
Top 5 Hacks to Stay in Your Sweet Spot
How dangerous is the combination of alcohol and Xanax?
Why do students feel pressured to drink at a party?
3 things to never mix with alcohol
MIPs and Parent Contact
Is hard alcohol worse for you?
How long does it take alcohol to leave your system?
Why drinking less may be the best resolution you’ll make this year
Does drinking make depression worse?
I heard you should not take Tylenol for a hangover. Why not?
4 Questions; 4 Answers
Is it true that Andre the Giant drank 110 beers in one night?
What UA Students want to change about their drinking styles
What is a hangover?
The Ultimate Festival Survival Guide
Does alcohol kill brain cells?
Is alcohol + Adderall ok?
What UA students want to change about their drinking habits

2017-2018
When Should I Call for EMS?
Is Hard Alcohol Worse For You?
How Dangerous is the Combination of Alcohol and Xanax?
Does Alcohol Affect Weight Gain?
Top 5 Hacks To Stay In Your Sweet Spot
What Happens If I'm Caught On Campus With Alcohol?
When Do You Know If You Are A Heavy Drinker?
What's The Best Hangover Cure?
What Is A Blackout And Why Don't I Remember Things?
How Do I Control My Drinking At A Party?
How Many Drinks Will Get You To The .08 Limit Or Above?
Which Is It, "Beer Before Liquor" Or "Liquor Before Beer"?
Extra Special New Year's Edition!
Drinking Tips from the Most Interesting Man in the World
Why Can't I See As Well When Drinking?
What's The Most Expensive Bottle Of Alcohol There Is?
MIP & Parental Notification
What's The Healthiest Way To Drink?
Special Spring Break Edition!
Is It A Good Idea To Not Eat Before Drinking Beer?
Are e-cigarettes safer than regular cigarettes?
How many drinks do you have for a pre-game?
Will alcohol affect my workouts and athletic performance?
What else is there to do in Tucson besides drink?
How long does it take for alcohol to leave your system?
Are breathalyzers accurate and do I have to comply?
When you pass out do you still have REM sleep?

2016-2017
When Should I Call for Emergency Medical Services (EMS)?
I'm From Out-Of-State and Heard AZ Laws Are Strict. Is That True?
What Else Is There To Do In Tucson Besides Drink?
What Happens If You Get Caught Drinking at a UA Football Game?
Why Do We Vomit When We Get Drunk?
How Many Drinks Does it Take to Get Alcohol Poisoning?
Top 10 Ways To Pass On A Drink
3 Things To Never Mix With Alcohol
How Many Drinks Will Get Me To The .08 DUI Limit Or Above?
Alcohol As A Performance Enhancer?
What Are The Best Drinks To Make Your Night Fun And Enjoyable?
What Are The Effects Of Drinking And Using Adderall?
Can Men Outdrink Women?
Parent Misconceptions About My Drinking
Common Questions Answered
All About Blackouts
How To Drink Less
Different Amounts of Alcohol and Getting Sick
Is Hard Alcohol Worse For You?
Does Alcohol Make Depression Worse?
Does Having Food In Your Stomach Help? If So, Which Foods?
Why Do Students Feel Pressured to Drink at a Party?
Alcohol Abuse vs. Alcohol Dependence
What UA Students Want To Change About Their Drinking Behaviors
Spring Break Edition
Why Not To Take Tylenol For A Hangover
Why Does Alcohol Make Some People More Aggressive?
Should I Not Drink If I'm Sick?
How Many Drinks Will Get You To The .08 Limit?
How Can I Convince My Best Friend To Cut Back On Drinking?
What UA Students Said Was In It For Them When They Change Their Drinking Style
How Dangerous is the Combination of Alcohol and Xanax?
2016
Extra Special New Year’s 2016 Edition (1.13.16)
Can alcohol make you look older faster? (1.20.16)
Is It True That Cocaine Sobers You Up? (1.27.16)
Drinking & Driving (2.3.16)
Does Alcohol Cause Cancer? (2.10.16)
Is Not Eating Before Drinking A Good Idea? (2.17.16)
Can You Get A DUI If You Are Under A .08 BAC? (2.24.16)
What Happens If I Mix Alcohol and Energy Drinks? (3.2.16)
Special Spring Break Edition (3.9.16)
Does Alcohol Cause Headaches? (3.23.16)
Is "Breaking the Seal" A Real Thing? (3.30.16)
Why Do People Sober Up Faster In Serious Situations? (4.6.16)
Cheap Alcohol vs. Expensive Alcohol (4.13.2016)
What Do I Do If I Get Pulled Over? (4.20.2016)
Why Do Students Feel Pressured To Drink At A Party? (4.27.2016)
When Should I Call For EMS? (5.4.2016)

2015
Extra Special New Year’s Edition (1/20/15)
How can I convince my best friend to cut back on drinking? (1/27/15)
What are the effects of MDMA and alcohol combined? (2/3/15)
Why is alcohol a drug? (2/10/15)
How dangerous is the combination of alcohol and Xanax? (2015 Update) (2/17/15)
Does alcohol affect weight gain? (2/24/15)
How long does it take for alcohol to leave your system? (3/24/15)
Does drinking water while drinking alcohol have any benefits? (2015 Update) (3/31/15)
Do women get beer bellies? (2015 Update) (4/7/15)
European Drinking Myths (2015 Update) (4/14/15)
What are the delirium tremens? (2015 Update) (4/21/15)
Talking with Parents (5/5/15)
Top 5 Hacks to Stay in Your Sweet Spot (8/26/15)
What happens if I’m caught on campus with alcohol? (2015 Update) (9/2/15)
Tailgating Tips (2015 Update) (9/9/15)
Vomiting and Passing Out (9/16/15)
Keeping safe after over-consuming (9/23/15)
I have the spins, help! (9/30/15)
Top 10 Ways To Pass on a Drink (10/7/15)

2013
What is the UA’s rank among party schools in the nation? (1/15/13)
Why do people get the spins and how can you make it stop? (1/22/13)
Will alcohol affect my workouts and athletic performance? (1/29/13)
Why do people wake up still drunk sometimes? (2/5/13)
What are the delirium tremens? (2/12/13)
Why does some alcohol use different measuring systems? (2/19/13)
Why does alcohol exist? (2/26/13)
Is it possible to take 21 shots? (3/5/13)
If I have one drink am I ok to drive? (3/19/13)
How does drinking lead to hallucinations? (3/26/13)
How much alcohol does a pregnant woman need to consume to cause Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS)? (4/2/13)
Why not take Tylenol for a hangover? (4/9/13)
What are different ways to limit your drinking? (4/16/13)
How can I help my friend stop smoking when she drinks? (4/23/13)
Is it possible to maintain a .05% BAC for an extended period of time? (4/30/13)
How many drinks on average will get you to .08? (8/27/13)
What Is a Hangover? (9/3/13)
Can you get a DUI on a horse? (9/10/13)
I still feel shwasted after sleeping 8 hours. Why? (9/17/13)
How quickly does alcohol affect you? (9/24/13)
Am I an Alcoholic? (10/1/13)
If a mosquito bites you when you’re drunk, will the mosquito get drunk too? (10/8/13)
Can men outdrink women? (10/15/13)
Why do girls look better to me when I’m drinking? (10/22/13)
How much is too much in one night? (10/29/13)
Medical Amnesty Laws in Arizona (11/5/13)
What’s the most expensive bottle of alcohol there is? (11/12/13)
What should I do when a friend passes out? (11/19/13)
Which is it, “beer before liquor” or “liquor before beer”? (11/26/13)
Does alcohol affect your sperm count? (12/3/13)
Effects of BAC on body (12/10/13)

2012
How many people die from smoking weed (illegal) vs. drinking alcohol (legal)? (1/17/12)
Is alcohol considered a drug? (1/24/12)
When you pass out do you still have REM sleep? (1/31/12)
Why is sex better after you have been drinking? (2/7/12)
Avoid a Red Tag (10/14/15)
If I have one drink am I ok to drive? (2015 Update) (10/21/15)
Personal Safety and Sanctions (10/28/15)
When do you know if you are a heavy drinker? (11/4/15)
What’s the best hangover cure? (11/18/15)
What is a blackout and why don’t I remember things? (11/25/15)
Can you get water poisoning? (12/2/15)
How do I control my drinking at a party? (12/9/15)

2014
How many drinks do you have for a pre-game? (1/21/14)
If you mix different types of alcohol do you get more hung over? (1/28/14)
Can cops tell that you are drunk by looking in your eyes? (2/4/14)
Why do people wake up still drunk sometimes? (2/11/14)
Why is it that some nights I can drink a lot of alcohol and be okay and other nights, I have a few and I get sick? (2/18/14)
Why does alcohol make you blackout yet still look like you’re functioning? (2/25/14)
What is the long-term side effect of casual binge drinking? (3/4/14)
Special Spring Break Edition! (3/11/14)
How many drinks on average will get you to the .08 limit or above? (3/25/14)
Am I an alcoholic? (4/1/14)
Why is it that on some nights when I drink I have a good experience and on others it’s bad? (4/8/14)
Neknomination: A New Kind of Peer Pressure (4/15/14)
Is it a good idea to save calories (not eat) before going out to drink beer? (4/22/14)
What are the effects of drinking and using Adderall? (4/29/14)
Do you think the drinking age will go back to 18 in our lifetime? (5/6/14)
Drinking Tips from the Most Interesting Man in the World (8/26/14)
What happens if I’m caught on campus with alcohol? (2014 Update) (9/2/14)
Why Do People Drunk Text? (9/9/14)
How many drinks will get you to the .08 limit? (9/16/14)
Is hard alcohol worse for you? (9/23/14)
How can I tell if I’ve been roofied? (2014 Update) (9/30/14)
Why do students feel pressured to drink at a party? (2014 Update) (10/7/14)
Why not take Tylenol for a hangover? (Update) (10/14/14)
Why does alcohol cause erectile dysfunction? And how does it affect women during sex? (10/21/14)

Better to drink beer or hard liquor? (2/14/12)
Are breathalyzers accurate and do I have to comply? (2/21/12)
How much does an MIP cost? (2/28/12)
How dangerous is the combination of alcohol and Xanax? (3/06/12)
Which majors drink the most? (3/20/12)
How much alcohol makes you gain weight? (3/27/12)
Why do people drunk text? (4/3/12)
Why do we vomit when we get drunk? (4/10/12)
Why do people sober up faster in serious situations? (4/17/12)
Can you get a DUI if you are under 0.09 BAC? (4/24/12)
Why Red Solo Cups? (5/1/12)
Do you see the drinking age changing to 18? (08/21/12)
Can alcohol make you look older faster? (08/28/12)
Why are Red Cups red? (09/04/12)
Why do drinkers want others around to drink? (09/11/12)
Drinking Tips from the Most Interesting Man in the World (09/18/12)
How can I tell if I've been roofied? (09/25/12)
What is Absinthe and is it dangerous? (10/02/12)
Drinking in other countries (10/09/12)
Are there tricks to beating a breathalyzer? (10/16/12)
Is alcohol a food and, if not, why do I gain weight? (10/23/12)
What substances increase intoxication? (10/30/12)
Does drinking water help you wake up sober? (11/6/12)
Can men outdrink women? (11/13/12)
Does drinking make depression worse? (11/20/12)
Do cops target girls in high heels? / Why does drinking make me sweat? (11/27/12)
Is butt-chugging dangerous? (12/4/12)

2011
How often are students "roofied"? (1/18/11)
What is Parental Notification? (1/25/11)
What are the methods to help people quit drinking with less pain? (2/1/11)
How many drinks on average will get you to .08? (2/8/11)
What type of alcohol has the most sugar content? (2/15/11)
How is drinking in moderation sometimes good for your health? (2/22/11)
Why some choose not to drink (3/1/11)
Why do ugly people look better when I drink? (3/8/11)
Why is alcohol socially acceptable given its costs? (3/22/11)
Student Questions for UAPD (3/29/11)
Sexual assault prevention (4/5/11)
Why do people have different emotional responses to alcohol? (4/12/11)
Why does alcohol make you blackout yet still look like you’re functioning? (2014 Update) (10/28/14)
What is a lethal amount of alcohol? (11/4/14)
Sober DD driving with underage drinkers in car (11/18/14)
Where was beer first invented? (2014 Update) (11/25/14)
What is Parental Notification? (2014 Update) (12/2/14)
What’s more dangerous, weed or booze? (12/9/14)
Is sex consensual when blacked out? (4/19/11)
Why does someone’s face get red when they drink? (4/26/11)
Why do students feel pressured to drink at a party? (5/3/11)
What percent of kids underage actually drink? (8/23/11)
What are the health benefits of wine? (8/30/11)
Do sophomores drink more than freshman? (9/6/11)
What happens when a student gets caught drinking at a football game? (9/13/11)
What effect does alcohol use have on the likelihood that you will graduate from college? (9/27/11)
What are the effects of drinking and using Adderall? (10/4/11)
Sex Change and Alcohol Intoxication (10/11/11)
Is it true that alcoholism is hereditary? (10/18/11)
The "Asian Flush" (10/25/11)
How much alcohol will kill your liver? (11/1/11)
What repercussions can an MIP have on my record? (11/8/11)
Fun when drinking without embarrassing stories (11/15/11)
How does eating food help when you drink? (11/22/11)
Does drinking water while drinking alcohol have any benefits? (11/29/11)
The "REAL" self-sober or drunk (12/6/11)

2010
Welcome to the Red Cup Q&A (1/18/10)
What is the best cure for a hangover? (1/26/10)
Is is true that you can get herpes from playing Beer Pong? (2/2/10)
What happens if I’m caught on campus with alcohol? (2/9/10)
How much alcohol is too much? (2/16/10)
Beer Percentage and MIP at Parties (2/23/10)
How many drinks does it take to get alcohol poisoning? (3/2/10)
What should I do if a friend passes out? (3/9/10)
Do women get beer bellies? (3/23/10)
Am I an Alcoholic? (3/30/10)
Does alcohol make you lose brain cells? (4/6/10)
Tolerance: Pride or Shame? (4/13/10)
How can I convince my friend to stop drinking? (4/20/10)
Saving calories with alcohol (4/27/10)
Why is the legal drinking age 21? (5/4/10)
Can alcohol affect your sleeping habits? (8/24/10)
Beer before liquor, liquor before beer? (9/7/10)
Does beer by the shot = more intoxication? (9/14/10)
Safe amount of drinks? (9/21/10)
What effect does alcohol have on my sexual performance? (9/28/10)
European Drinking Myths (10/5/10)
Medical Amnesty vs. MIP (10/12/10)
Where was beer first invented? (10/19/10)
Why does alcohol make you blackout yet still look like you’re functioning? (10/26/10)
Dangers of mixing caffeine and alcohol (11/2/10)
Post grad consequences (11/9/10)
How accurate are your surveys? (11/16/10)
Why is alcohol a depressant drug? (11/23/10)
GPAs of students who drink heavily (11/30/10)
Why do people wake up still drunk sometimes? (12/7/10)